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Duplications of genetic elements can occur by a variety of mechanisms and
at different chromosomal and temporal scales. This chapter deals with an important subset of these, namely large-scale gene duplications (versus the small-scale

evens discussed

in

Chapter

5) and ancient duplications of whole genomes

(versus more recent pollploidy

in plants and animals, dealt with in Chapters 7

and 8, respectively). The emphasis in this case is on the techniques used to
identify, date, and otherwise investigate such events, as illustrated by some
key recent o<amples. As will be shown, analyses of di{ferent eukaryotes clearly
indicate that significant portions of their genomes consist of duplicated gene
loci, and that many of these gene duplicates have been formed by the duplicarion
of chromosomal blocks and/or entire genomes. The timings of these events,
in some cases dating back hundreds of millions of years, suggest that they
have played an important role in influencing major pattems of evolutionary
diversification.
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE
IMPORTANCE OF IARGE-SCALE DUPLICATIONS
As noted in Chapter 5, Ohno's (1970) book Evolution by Gene Duplication has
become very influential in the lield of genome research. This is a fairly recerrt
phenomenon, with citations of the book tripling between 1990 and 2000,
whereas it received only lukewarm reviews at the time of its publication (!V'olli',
2001). ln the book Ohno (1970) made the case that not only gene duplications
but doublings of entire genomes are the principal forces responsible for generating
the genetic raw material necessary for increasing complexity during evolutiorr.
As he put it,
Had evolution been entirely depenclent upon natural selection, lrom a bacterium
only numerous forms of bacteria would have emerged. The creation of metazoans, vertebrates, and finally mammals from unicellular organisms would have been quite
impossible, for such big leaps in evolution required the creation of new gene loci with
previously nonexistent Iünctions.

In other words, Ohno (1970) suggested that "natural selection merely modified,
while redundancy created," meaning that gene and genome duplications allowecl
genes to diversify, take on novel functions, and bring about evolutionary innovation in general. Under Ohno's (1970) preferred interpretation of "neofunctionalization" (see Chapter 5), natural selection would be responsible for the fine-runing
of genes which had, through duplication, the chance to accumulate a sufTiciently
Iarge number of otherwise "forbidden" mutations. The evidence for Ohno's
hypothesis was based mainly on comparative measurements of DNA contents,
karyorypic information, and some alloar.'rne data. That is to say, Ohno's tenets
were brought forth at a time where the documentation and quantification o[
genetic variation within populations and between species was largely restricted to
scoring allelic variation in en4,mes through starch gel electrophoresis and microscopic inspection of karyorypes. Methods to effectively measure genetic variation
at the level of the gene or to even sequence DNA had still to be invented.
Like the case with small-scale duplications (see Chapter 5), Ohno (1970) was
not the first to notice that the doubling of entire genomes could have been of
major importance for evolution. ln 1933, for example, Haldane argued that
Duplicadons affecting only a few genes would confer only a slight advantage. But
duplication of a large section, polysomy of a whole chromosome, or pollploidy, might
confer a considerable advantage, provided it caused neither unbalance nor sterility.
Whether this advantage is sufficient to be of evolutionary importance is not clear, but
rhe possibiliq cxists,

Haldane (1933) also described another possible mode of making rapid evolutionary
jumps, namely by hybridization of the genomes of t'wo dilferent species. He noted
that new species formed by hybridization showed heterosis (or "hybrid vigor"), with
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irrcreased fertility and stabiliry, and therelbre higher fitness,
relarive to rheir parenr
species.

As a matter of fact, one of the most important changes in agriculture
over the
l)ast 50 years has been the improvement of many crops throu;h the production

.[

pollploid hybrids derived from the crossing of highly inbräa hnes. whether
through allopolyploidization (hybridization) o, a.rtopoiyploidization (see
later
section), genome duplication is known to be a very common-perhaps
even
r"rbiquitous-occulrence in plant evolution (see Chapier 7). Indeed,
many ol the
lnost important crop species are recent allopollploids (e.g., wheat,
oar, corton,
and coffee) or recenr autopolyploids (e.g., alfaifa and pouto), whereas orhers,
such as cabbage, are ancienr polyploids (osbom et ar.,2003). Though
nor as
common as in plants, pollploidy is also a widespread phenomenon in the
animal
kingdom. As discussed in deuil in Chapter g, many species (or somerimes
higher

taxa, like families) of fishes, amphibians, annelids, *ollrrr.r, crustaceans,
insecrs,
and other groups have been identified as recent or more ancient pollploids.
with the advent of large-scale genome sequencing, it has become porribl. ,o ,.r,
some of the hlpotheses put forth by ohno and his piedecessors by investigating,

on
whether large-scale duplication events of genes or even entire
genomes have indeed been important over long evolutionary tiirescales.
a genomewide scale,

MECHANISMS OF IARGE-SCALE DUPLICATION
In some groups' polyploids appear to form frequently and repeatedly, with
ararge
percentage of species showing signs of recenr polyploidization (see
chaptersi
,,paleopolyand 8). There is also increasing evidence that many organisms
are

ploids"-that is, ancient polyploids whose genome Juplications ha.r" been

masked by subsequent molecular and chromosomal evoluti,on (see later
secrion).
The mechanisms involved in the initial duplications are thought to
be the same
as those occurring in more recent polyploidization events. other mechanisms
of
large-scale duplications, above the level of individual genes but less
than entire
genomes,,are also recognized. The most imporrant of these are described

in the following secrions.

briefly

Additional details regarding mechanisms of polfploidization can be lound in chapters 7 and, g,whereas ädiploidization,
rhe evolutionary process in which a terraploid species "decays" ,oi..o-. a diproid,
is
discussed in more detail by Wolfe (2001).

AuropolyplorDy
Pollploidy can occur when an error during meiosis leads to the production
of unreduced (i.e., diploid) gameres rarher rhan haploid ones, as shä*', in Figure
6.I.
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FIGURE 6.1 The basis of autopo\ploidization. Autopolyploidization can occur when the pairs of
homologous chromosomes have not separated into different nuclei during meiosis. The resulting
gametes will be diploid rather than haploid. Based on Brown (1999), reproduced by pcrmission
(O BIOS Scientific Publishers).

If two diploid gametes fuse, an autotetraploid will be created whose nucleus
contains four copies of each chromosome. Autopolypioids are often viable
because each chromosome still has a homologous partner and can therefbre form

bivalent during meiosis. This mechanism allows an autopol)?loid to reproduce
successfully, but prevents interbreeding with the original organism from which it
was derived because a cross between a tetraploid and a diploid would give triploid
offspring. Unlike tetraploids, triploids are very often sterile because one full set of
its chromosomes lacks homologous partners to form the bivalents necessary for
segregation (see Chapter 8 for more on the meiotic consequences of pollploidy).
a

FIGURE 6.2 The basis of allopollploidization. Allopolyploidy can result from hybridization of two
closely related species, possibly leading to sterile hybrids, because chromosomes can not slrnapse
(pair) durit* meiosis because they are not similar enough. However, when the newly combined
genome undergoes a chromosomal doubling, two identical sets of chromosomes are available to pair
during meiosis, and a fertile tetraploid is produced.

the chromosomes are insufficiently similar ro synapse (pair) ds6rl* meiosis.
However, if the new combined genome undergoes a chromosomal doubling, two
identical sets of chromosomes are available to pair during meiosis. As a result, a
fertile tetraploid is produced (Fig. 6.2) . For rhe mosr part, ancient polyploids are
assumed to have been formed through allopollploidy rather rhan autopollploidy
(e.g., Spring, 2003), although some semiancient pollploids such as the salmonid
fishes are believed to be autopollploid (see Chapter 8).

ANsupr-oroy
Ar-r-opor-vpt-orDY
Pollploidy can also result from hybridization of two closely related species, leading to viable hybrids when the genomes are very similar, or to sterile hybrids when

Aneuploids have a chromosome number that differs from an exacr multrple of the
haploid chromosome set. In such cases, a single chromosome is either lost or
added from a normal diploid ser of chromosomes. Duplication of individual
chromosomes, described extensively for humans (and Drosophila), is either lethal
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or results in serious genctic discases such as Down sl.ndrome, which is caused by
the possession o[ three copics (trisomy) of Chromosome 2I .

Br-ocx DupucanoNs
Comparative studies have suggested that "block" (or "segmental") duplicationsthe duplication of large DNA segmenl5-h2vs been a continuing process during
evolution. Block duplications are those in which many genes and their upstream
regions are duplicated in a single event. However, for a long time it was unclear
how such duplications could be generated, whether most of them occur intra- or
interchromosomally, whether these tend to be found in direct or inverted orientation, and what sort of sequences are involved at the junctions. Recently, Koszul
et al. (2004) have used a gene dosage assay for growth recovery in Saccharomyces
cerevisiae to address these questions. They demonstrated that a majoriry of the

revertant strains resulted from the spontaneous duplication of large DNA segments, both intra- and interchromosomal, ranging from 4l to 655 kilobases (tr<b)
in size. In fact, in many cases dozens of genes were duplicated in a single event.
The types of sequences at the breakpoints as well as their superposition with the
replication map suggest that spontaneous large segmental duplications mainly
result from replication accidents (Koszul et a1.,2004).

TÄNosrrr

DuplrceroNs

Tändem duplications are duplications where the two copies of the duplicated
region are located immediately adjacent to one another. The process of unequal
recombination (or crossing-over) is widely viewed as responsible for the creation
of tandem duplications. Well-known examples of gene complexes created by
tandem duplications are the Hox gene clusters (discussed elsewhere in this chapter)
and ribosomal RNA genes (see also Chapter 5).

HOW LARGE-SCALE GENE DUPLICÄTIONS
ARE STUDIED

IoeNrrRcRnoN oF Br-ocr DuplrcamoNs
The search for traces of ancient large-scale duplications has received much attention of late, with hypotheses about the number and age of pollploidization events
in different eukaryotes a subject of much current debate fiMolfe,200l; Durand,
2003). Evidence for large-scale gene- or entire genome-duplication events often
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comes from the detection of block duplications. Identifying duplicated regions ar
the gene level is usually based on a within-genome comparison that aims to delincare regions of consewed gene content and order (i.e., "colinearity") in different

Parts of the genome. Disagreement can arise because the detection of colinear
regions in genomes is not always straightforward (Gaut, 2001;Vandepoele et al.,
2002a).
In general, one attempts to identi$' a number of homologous gene pairs (typically referred to as "anchor points") in relatively close proximiry to each other
between two different segments in the genome, either on the same chromosome
or on different chromosomes. when such a candidate colinear region has been

detected, usually some sorr of permutation test is performed in which a large
number of randomized datasets is sampled in order to calculate the probability
that the obsewed colinearity could have been generared by chance (Gaut, 2001;
Simillion et al.,2002). when the similariry berween rwo genomic segmenrs can
be shown to be statistically significant, i.e., unlikely to be the result of chance, rhe
conclusion is that the duplicated genes are the result of a single block duplication.
The statistics that determine colineariry thus depend on rwo facrors: (I) the
number of anchor points and (2) their distance from each other. These factors in
turn usually depend on the number of "single" genes rhat inrerrupt colineariry.
The tendency for a high level of gene loss, rogether with phenomena such as
translocations and chromosomal rearrangements (see chapter 9), often renders it
very difficult to find statistically significant homologous regions in the genome, in
particular when the duplication events are ancient. Forrunately, techniques are
available for dealing with this issue, such as the map-based approach developed
by Van de Peer and coworkers described in detail in the following secrion.

THe Mep-BasED AppRoACH
In order to detect chromosomal locations of colinear genes, it is necessary to
search for regions thar can be paired up because they contain sets of homologous
genes. This requires a dataset containing all gene products and their absolute or

relative positions in a genomic sequence. The map-based approach to analyzing
such data involves only two paramerers: (1) G, the "gap size," which specifies the
maximum allowable number of intervening, nonhomologous genes between two
homologous genes within a colinear segment, and (2) e, rhe "diagonal qualiry" of
the colinear regions (see later section).
To detect colinearity in two genomic fragments, a comparative search of all
gene producs (i.e., the amino acid sequences of the proteins) coded for in the relevant regions is performed using BtASTp (protein-protein Basic Local Alignment
Search Tool) (Altschul et al., 1997) (see www.ncbi.nlm.nih.govlblast). The goal
is to detect homologous gene products in the two regions, with two protein
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sequences considered homologous when they share more than 30ol" sequence
identiry over an alignable region of at least 150 amino acids. Homology can still
be detlrmined when the matching sequences have an alignable region smaller
than 150 amino acids, but this involves more complex analysis to compare the
structure, and not just the sequence, of the proteins (using what is called

the "homology-derived secondary stnrcture prediction identity cut-off cuwe")

(Rost, 1999).
Once obtained, the information on homologous genes is stored in a so-called
"Gene Homology Matrix" (GHM), a hypothetical example of which is illustrated
in Figure 6.3. ln general terms, such a matrix consists of m x n elements, with
* uid, n being tt e total number of genes on each genomic fragment. Pairs of
homologous genes ("nontero elements") in the matrix are identified by the coory). ns shown in Figure 6.3A, colinear regions are represented as diagonal
dinates

G

lines in thl matrix, and tandem duplications are manifested as either horizontal
orverrical lines, depending on which genomic segment has the additional copies.
Inversions can be detected by looking at the organization of the entries' Gaps in
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FIGURE 6.3 Hlpothetical gene homology matrix (GHM). Each arrow on the axes of both segments
(called "anchor
represents u g".r"-o., the genomic segment. Gray cells illustrate homologous genes
pointr"). (A) ihe original organizarion of all genes in their genomic context, with mndem duplications
and the
änd inversions clearly visible. (B) The same gene homology matrix after tandem remapping
algorithm' In
removal of irrelevant (i.e., not pan of a dupiication) single data points by the ADHoRe
oriaddition, the small inverted .Jirr"u, ,"g"rrt of three anchor points was restored to its original
vandepoeie et al.
entadon in order to create a larger colinear region. See text for more details. From
(2004b), reproduced by permission (@ Bentham Science Publishers Ltd')'
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cliagonal regions indicate insertions (through translocation, not duplication) or
losses ofgenes in duplicated blocks.
After identification of the homologous genes, irrelevant data points need to be
rcmoved by a process referred to as "filtering" (Vandepoele et a1.,2002a). The fact
that identifying colinearity effectively means finding diagonal series of elements in

the matrix reduces the question to what is called a "clustering problem." This
allows all elements that are too far away from other elements in the homology
matrix to belong to a cluster to be removed during filtering. Next, the vertical and
horizontal regions representing tandem duplications are deleted from the matrix.
Specifica\ these are remapped by collapsing all tandem duplications of a gene
with the same orientation and within a distance G into a single element in the
matrix. Tändem remapping makes it easier to detect diagonal regions, because
then they are no longer intemrpted by horizontal or vertical elements. The end
result is a matrix in which a duplicated region now appears as a clear diagonal, as
illustrated in Figure 6.38.
In statistical terms, locating the diagonal regions in the matrix involves a special distance function that yields a shorter distance for points that are in diagonally close proximity than for points that are in horizontal or vertical proximity
(Vandepoele et al., 2002a). A generalized version of this is depicted in Figure 6.44,
and Figure 6.48 shows the application of this distance function to a hlpothetical
example. The actual clustering step is conceived as an iterative process, whereby
the gap size is gradually increased until the final gap size (G) is reached. During
each iteration, the gap size represents the maximum distance between two points
in a cluster. Each time the process is repeated, new clusters can be formed and
existing clusters can be extended. In the approach described here, by default the
initial gap size is set to 3 and is then increased in l0 exponential steps until the
final gap size has been reached.
Again, gap size is only one of the two parameters involved in this algorithm.
The second is the "qualiry" of the clusters, meaning that it is important to only
join genes to clusters that are assumed to have been created by the same duplication event. This is represented by the second parameter, Q, which determines
the extent to which the elements of a cluster actually fit on a diagonal line. This
"quality" parameter is estimated by calculating the coefficient of determination
(r) by linear regression through the points in the clusters. Only clusters with a
sufficiently high quality (i.e., higher than the cutoff Q) will be kept. Each addition
of a potential gene duplicate to the diagonal line is tested, using the specific distance function described above, to determine the effects on the quality of the line.
That is to say, each iteration of the algorithm involves a statistical test of whether
the clusters can be enriched by adding single genes ("singletons") orjoined with
other clusters without badly affecting the cluster's diagonal properties.
Three conditions must be fulfilled for such additions or mergers to be
accepted. First, the candidate singleton or cluster must be within a distance
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Application of the diagonal pseudo distance (DPD) function to the detection of ele-

ments with diagctnal proximity in the gene homology matrlx. (A) The DPD for a given cell in the matrix

to rhe central black dot (anchor point). The diagonal pseudo distance is smaller for diagonally orientated elements (gray boxes) than for elements deviating from the diagonal. Shadecl boxes represent elemenrs Genes) with an in{inite distance to the central dot, because these elements are unlikely to be
part of the duplicated segmenr rhar contains the black dot. (B) The iterative clustering of elements for
a colinear region with positive orientation (i.e., Iiom top left to bottom righ0 in the homology matrix.
All genes lie within a ma.rimum gap distance G ([or instance 30) of each other The best-fit line and
its coefficient of determination (r2) show the qualiry of the cluster, which is clearly above the predefined Q value cutoff, here set to 0.9. As a result, all four homologous genes are considered to have
arisen by a block duplication. From Vandepoele et ai. (2004b), reproduced by pemission (@ Bentham
Science Publishers Ltd.).

smaller than or equal to the current gp size in the iteration. Second, the candidate singleton must be positioned within the 99o/o confidence intewal of the cluster (see Fig. 6.5). This confidence intewal is computed by considering the best-fit
line y = ax + b through all the points in the cluster using the least-squares fit
method. Usually, the points in the cluster show a certain degree of deviation from
this line, which can be explained by two factors: (1) the error on the calculation
of the constants a and b of the regression line, and (2) the error caused by the
deviation of the point xi, yi from this line. Assuming this deviation is normally distributed, a confidence interval can be calculated that indicates the maximum deviation a candidate singleton can have from the best-fit line. lf a singleton or cluster
lies within these boundaries, then its effects on the 12 of the diagonal line will be
tested. If adding it does not cause the 12 to fall below the cutoff (Q), it wil be
added to the cluster (Fig. 6.58). The entire process is then repeated, using an
increased gap size with this new cluster as the starting point. An example o[ the
real-world application of such a process (using the ADHoRe sofnvare tool) to rwo
fragments of the Arabidopsis thaliant genome is shown in Figure 6.6.

FIGURE 6.5 When adding genes to duplicated segments, it is assessed, using the specific diagonal
pseudo distance (DPD) function (see Fig. 6.4), whether the clusters can be enriched with singletons
(single genes) (A) orjoined with other clusters without badly affecting the cluster's diagonal properties. To this end, the candidate singleton or cluster must be within a distance smaller than or equal to
the gap size in the curent iteration. Next, the candidate singleton must be positioned within the 99o/o
con{idence interual of the cluster. This confidence intewal is computed by considering the best-fit line

t

= ax + b through all the points in the cluster using the least-squares fit method. If these requircments
are fulfilled, the segmental block duplication is extended (B)-

Compiling a cluster (i.e., identilying a colinear region) is nor rhe end of the procedure, because it is still necessary to remove any clusters that could have arisen by
chance. This is accomplished with the use of a permutation resr, by sampling a large
number of reshuffled datasets and calculating the probability that a colinear
region, characterized by a number of conserved genes and an avetage gap size, can
be found by chance. When the similarity befween two genomic segments can be

shown to be statistically significant

in this viay, the conclusion is that both

Arabidopsis thaliana chromosome 1 (fragment)

Nabidopsis thaliana chromosome 1 (lragment)

E
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6.6

Example of the application

of the ADHoRe software tool to two fragments of the

Arabidoytsis thaliana genome, (A) before and (B) after the filtering process (see Figs. 6.3-6.5).
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segments are homologous and have originated by duplication. Permutation tests
are very computer intensive, but recently novel, faster statistical methods have been

developed

to determine the statistical

significance
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of putative homologous

segments (Calabrese et al., 2003; Simillion et al., 2004) . These methods are based on
the obsewation that a cluster that was generated by chance genera\ contains fewer
anchor poins than a truly significant clusteq and that the average distance betr,veen
these anchor points is also geater, In other words, the more anchor points a cluster
contains and the closer these anchor poins are located to each other on the diagonal of the GHM, the less likely it is that this cluster has been generated by chance.

HroorN DupuceloNs, GHosr DueucAnoNs,
AND MULTIPLICONS
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Although the identification of block duplications is usually considered strong
evidence for large-scale gene duplications, this is not a strict requirement. If many
gene duplicates can be shown to have originated at about the same time in evolution, this could also be considered strong evidence that most of these paralogous genes have been created by one single event. Examples ofsuch observations
will be discussed later in this chapter.
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of nonhidden, hidden, and ghost duplications.

Boxes

represent the genes on chromosomal segments of genomes A and B, whereas connecting lines indicate
the anchor points (i.e., homologous or duplicated genes). Hidden duplications are heavily degenerated block duplications that cannot be observed by directly comparing borh duplicated segments, but

l

only through comparison with a third segment from the same genome. Ghost duplications are hidden
block duplications that can only be identified through colinearity with rhe same segmenr in a dillerent genome. In contrast to hidden duplications, the identilication of ghost duplications increases rhe
fraction of the genome involved in a duplication event. From Vandepoele et aI. (2003), reproduced by
permission (O American Society of Plant Biologists).

In addition to the easiiy recognized "obvious" or "nonhidden" block duplications
and tandem duplications (Fig. 6.3), there are also "hidden" and "ghost" duplications that are more difficult to identif, (Fig. 6.7). Hidden duplications are heavily
degenerated block duplications that cannot be observed by directly comparing
both duplicated segments with each other, but only through comparison with
a third segment within the genome. Consequently, hidden duplications are
important when determining the actual number of duplication events that have

ll

I

1i

occurred over time, as has been demonstrated previously for Arabidopsis thaliana
(Simillion et al., 2,002). An example of such a hidden block duplication in
Arabidopsis is presented in Figure 6.8.

Ghost duplications are defined as hidden duplications between different
genomes. Two genomic segments in the same genome form a ghost duplication
when their homolog,, can only be inferred through comparison with the genome
of another species (Vandepoele et a1.,2002b). ln the case of Arabidopsis shown
in Figure 6.8, for example, if Chromosome 2 proved to be derived from a different parental species than Chromosome 4, then the duplicated segments on
Chromosomes 2 and 4 would form a ghost duplication.
As it tums out, a large number of chromosomal segments can often be identified as having been involved in multrple duplications. Such a group of homologous
segments is referred to as a "multiplicon." Another way of displaying multiplicons
is illustrated in Figure 6.9, which shows a network of colineariry between rice and
Arabidopsis, including nonhidden, hidden, and ghost duplications.
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FIGURE 6.8 Example of a multiplicon in Arabidopsis thaliana. No duplicadon can be obsewed
between the two segments on chromosome 4, because these have only one homologous gene in
common (dark gray band). However, both segments stlll share several, but different, homologous
genes with a segment on Chromosome 2. Therefore, both segments on Chromosome 4 form a hidden
duplication. If Chromosomes 2 and 4 were found to be derived from rwo different species, then this
would constitute a ghost duplicarion.
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Although considering transitive homologies such as hidden and ghost duplications allows the identification of many previously undetectable homologous
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6.9 Ser of homologous chromosomal segments (multiplicon) of Arabidopsis t]uliana (Ar)
and rice (OryZa satita, Os). Arrows represent the genes on the chlomosomal segments, whereas
connecring lines indicate the anchor points (i.e., homologous or duplicated genes) that are part of a
significant colinear region determined by the ADHoRe algorithm. For each genomic segment, the
,1u11", of the two genes clelineating the segment are shown. Chromosomal segments of rice and
Arabidopsis are shown in dark and light gray, respectively. By considering the colineariry between
Arabidopsis and rice, a ser of at first sight unrelated Arabidopsis segments can be joined into a multiplicon with muhiplication Level 5, confimring the three duplication events in Arabidopsis described
earlier (Simillion u al., 2002). Conversely, colinearity between rice and Arabidopsis reveals that a1l
FIGURE

three rice segments are linked with each other by two duplicadon events.

least one other homologous segment. However, it is possible that, within a given
multiplicon, one or more segments have diverged so much from the others in
gene content and order that they no longer show clear colinearity with any of the
other segments. Unfortunately, such segments in the "twilight zone" of genomic
homology cannot be detected with any of the currently available methods. New software is being developed (e.g., by Van de Peer and colleagues) to uncover chromosomal segments that are homologous (with respect to having common ancestry) to
others but can no longer be identified as such because of extreme gene loss. This is
done by aligning clearly colinear segments and using this aligrment as a "genomic
profile" that combines gene content and order information from multiple segments
to detect these heavily degenerated homology relationships (see Fig. 6.10).
After the initial detection of a "Level 2" multiplicon (i.e., a pair of homologous
chromosomal segments) with the basic ADHoRe algorithm, an alignment of the
nvo segments that form this multiplicon can be created where the anchor points
of the multiplicon are positioned in the same columns. Using this alignment as a
"profile," a new tlpe of homology matrix can be constructed in which the gene
products of a segment are compared to the gene products of the profile. Once this
new GHM is constructed, it is subjected to the basic ADHoRe algorithm, which
involves the same statistical validation procedures to detect ciusters of anchor
points. This time, however, new significant clusters will not reveal homology
benveen rwo individual segments, but rather between the two segments inside the
profile (i.e., the initial Level 2 multiplicon) and a third segment. Because this type
of GHM combines gene content and order information of the different segments
in the profile, it is possible to detect homology relationships with a third segment
that could not be recognized by directly comparing any of the segments of the

multiplicon individually with this third segment.

lf

such a third segment

is

detected, it is added io the multiplicon, thereby increasing its multiplication level,
and the corresponding profile is updated by aligning the new segment to it. The
entire detection process is then repeated with the newly obtained profile.
By constructing genomic profiles that combine gene content and order information from multrple homologous segments, it becomes possible to detect heavily
degenerated homology relationships between segments that no longer show significant colinearitywith any of the segments contained in the profile. The strength of this
approach is clearly illustrated by the substantial increase in multrplicons it generates
in Arabidopsis as compared with the traditional approach; indeed, multiplications of
Level 5 or greater may be observed in this way (see Simillion et al., 2004).
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llccause most substitutions in third-codon positions do not result in amino acid
r.cplacements (Fig. 6.11), the rate of flration of these substitutions is expected to
be relatively constant in different protein-coding genes (Nei and I(umar, 2000)
rrnd to reflect the overall mutation rate (Hughes, 1999a). Time of divergence (T)
can be calculated from this as T:KJZX, where K5 is the fraction of s1'nonlnlous
substitutions per slmonlrrnous site and l, is the mean rate of synonymous substitution (Nei and Kumar, 2000). The value for l, differs for various organisms; in

Arabidopsis,

,
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FIGURE 6.10 Detection of homology through a genomic pro{ile. The upper section shows an initia\
detected Level 2 multiplicon (a pair of homologous chromosomal segments). The gray boxes connected by black lines represent pairs of homologous genes (anchor points) between the two segments.
The lower section shows rhe construction of a homology matrix using this multiplicon as a profile. To
(depicted by
accomplish this, the multiplicon is first aligned by inserting gaps at the proper positions
this proby
comparing
now
be
constructed
can
matrix
empty spaces in the alignment). The homology
file-with the genes of a chromosomal segment C (shown on the left of the matrlr). Anchor points in
the matrix are detected whenever a gene of this chromosomal segment belongs to the same gene family
as one of the genes in any of rhe segments in the profile. The black squares represent homologs
benveen segments A and C, and the dark gray between B and C. The blacVdark-gray square denotes
a gene rhar has a homolog on both segments A and B. Combining segments A and B in a profile thus
reiults in five anchor poinLs wirh segment C, whereas the individual segments A and B only have three

anchor points with segment C, which might be too few to detect statistically significant homology.

per

it is considered to be about 2.5 substitutions per

l0e years (Lynch and Conery, 2000).
Although silent substitutions have been used extensively to compute duplication events, there is one important caveat, namely that dating based on such substitutions can only be applied when K5 is less than 1. Higher values of K5 point to
saturation of s1'non;'rnous sites and should therefore be used with great caution
when drawing any conclusions regarding the date of duplication events. There are
different ways to compute the number of symon;nnous substitutions per s)Tronymous siter depending on which method is used to correct for multiple mutations
at these sites. For example, the NTALIGN program in the NTDIFFS software package (Conery and L1"nch, 2001) first aligns the DNA sequence of two mRNAs based
on their corresponding protein alignment and then calculates K5 by the method
of Li (1993). Nei and Gojobori (1986) and Yang and Nielsen (2000) have proposed two altemative methods to compute K., both of which are implemented in
the PAML phylogenetic analysis package (Yang, 1997).

PnornN-BASED

I

DTSTANCES

Although protein-based distances are known to vary considerably among proteins
(Easteal and Collet, 1994) because of different functional constraints, several
attempts have been made to use such distances to date duplication events. For
example, Vision et al. (2000) have used amino acid replacement rates (Ka) to date

DATING DUPLICATION EVENTS
MALAFDEFGRPFIIL
Several methods are commonly being used to date gene duplication events, the

of which are (I)

absolute dating based on third codon or s)'nonymost notable
(2)
dating based on nons)rnonyrnous substituabsolute
mous substitution rates,
and (3) relative and absolute dating by the
distances,
tion rates or protein-based
trees. These will be discussed in tum.
phylogenetic
of
constnrction and analysis

,l

ATG GCT TTG GCT TTc cAT GAG TTr ccc ccc ccc rrc ATT ATA cra Duplicate cr
ÄTG CCG CTG GCG TTC GAT GAG TTC GGG CGT CCG TTC ATT ATA CTG DUPI|CAIE O
FIGURE 6.ll Silent substitutions, indicated in bold, mostly occuning at third codon positions, do
not lead to amino acid replacement and are therefore regarded as "neutral," and assumed to follow
a clocklike behavior
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block duplication events in Arahitlopsis. These authors assumed that, whereas tlrt'
mutation rate of different proteins may vary considerably, the overall distributiorr
of amino acid substitution rates is the same throughout the genome. If thirt
assumption were valid, then any contemporaneously duplicated block containinll
several homologous pairs would provide a more or less independent sample of thr'

distribution. Furthermore, the average values of Ka for blocks duplicated

at

the same time must necessarily be much less variable around the true mean than
the individual protein values themselves. Unfortunately, there is some evidencc
from other organisms that rates o[ protein evolution vary systematically in difl'crent regions of the genome. However, for that phenomenon to create problems
with dating based on the block averages, the variation among regions would havc
to be on the same scale as the differences between duplicated blocks of different
age classes, and to co-vary among the chromosome pairs in each block (I Vision,
personal communication).
That said, it has been shown that protein distances are not very reliable for
dating duplicated blocks containing heterogeneous classes ofproteins. For exam
ple, different block duplications in Arabidopsis estimated to be of similar age
based on mean protein distance (Vision et q\.,2000) actually tumed out to be very
heterogeneous in age when compared to dating based on synon)'rnous substitution rates (Raes et al., 2003). The reason is that duplicated blocks that contain
a larger fraction of fast-evolving genes will have a relatively high mean protein
distance between the paralogous regions and appear older than they actually are.
It would therefore seem that the use of s1'nonymous and, consequently, neutral

substitutions for evolutionary distance calculations is the more reliable way of
estimating dupiication events, unless there is no altemative because the duplications are too old.
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FIGURE 6.12 Relative dating of duplication events byphylogenetic means. Different scenarios-and
expected infened tree topologies-are shom to explain the presence of more genes in fishes.
(A) Duplicated fish genes resultlng lrom a gene/genome duplication that preceded the divergence of
zebrafish and pufferfish. (B) Duplicated genes formed by independent gene duplications.

heterogeneity are usually applied ro rhese rrees to check for deviations from the
assumption of a constant molecular clock. Faster or more slowly evolving
sequences are then removed so that the dataset contains only sequences evolving
at a similar rate. By comparing the divergences of duplicated genes with a fixed
calibration point-that is, the date of a particular evolurionary evenr, such as the
divergence between fishes and land vertebrates-rhe absolure date of origin of
paralogous genes can be inferred.

MreNs

Anorher way of dating duplication events is by mapping them onto phylogenetic
trees. In relative terms, this approach allows a determination of whether duplications have occurred prior to or after a speciation event. For example, in
Figure 6.124, the gene has been duplicated prior to the divergence of zebrafish
and pufferfish (- 150 million years ago), whereas the gene duplications in Figure
6.I28 are younger, and have occurred independently in zebrafish and pufferfish
after their divergence.
lf the timing of a speciation event is known with confidence, gene trees can
also be used to infer absolute dates. This is usually performed by the construction
of linearized trees (Täkezaki et al., 1995), which assumes equal rates of evolution
in different lineages of the tree-that is, a molecular clock (see Chapter 9). In
order to create such linearized trees, relative rate and branch length tests for rate

PUTTING THEORY INTO PRACTICE: EVIDENCE
FOR I-ARGE-SCALE GENE DUPLICATION EVENTS
Although there is evidence that individual gene duplicarions occur frequently and
are actually part of a continual process (Lpch and Conery, 2000; Gu et al., 20OZ)
(see Chapter 5), more and more genomic dara seem to suggest that many gene
duplicates have arisen during major large-scale duplication events. Indeed, ancienr
duplications of entire genomes have now been documented for members of the
three best-studied eukaryotic kingdoms. The first strong evidence for an ancienr
polploidy event in eukaryotes came from the yeast Saccharomyces cereyisiae. Based
on a genomewide analysis, it was postulated that the entire yeast genome had
duplicated about 100 million years ago (Wolfe and Shieids, 1997), and that as a
result, approximately 2.5o/o of the yeast genome still consists of duplicated genes
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(Seoighe and Wolfe, 1999). Itccently, the genome duplication in yeast has beerr
confirmed through comparative analysis with closely related species (Dietrich et al.,
2004; Dujon et a\.,2004, Kellis et a\.,2004). As described in the following sections,
some intriguing examples are now also known from animals and plants.

1R/2R: GrNour DuprtcRnoNs IN VERTEBRATES
Evolution by Gene Duplication, Ohno (1970) argued that large-scale gene duplication occurred during the evolution of early vertebrates. Although based on rather
inaccurate indicators of genome complexiry such as genome size (see Chapter 1)
and iso4nne pattems, Ohno proposed that two rounds of genome duplications
had occurred in the evolutionary past of early vertebrates, one on the shared lineage leading to both cephalochordates and vertebrates, and a second in the fish
or amphibian lineage (see also Furlong and Holland, 2002) (Fig. 6.13).

In

The advent of DNA sequence*based analysis provided more reliable evidence
for the hypothesis of two rounds of large-scale gene duplications in the early vertebrates. A prime example of this is the analysis of Hox genes (Holland et al.,
1994). Hox genes encode DNA-binding proteins that specif' cell fate along the
anterior-posterior axis of bilaterian animal embryos, and occur in one or more
clusters of up to 13 genes per cluster (reviewed in Gehring, 1998). The observation that protostome invertebrates, as well as the deuterostome cephalochordate
Branchiostoma lanceolatum (commonly called 'Amphioxus"), possess a single
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6.13 Phylogenetic tree of major vertebrate groups and their time of divergence. Anows
indicate presumed genome duplications according to (O) Ohno (1970) and (H) Holland et al. (1994).
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Hox cluster, whereas the lobelinned lishes (coelacanth and lungfishes), amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals have four clusters (Holland and GarciaFemandez, 1996; Holland, 1997; Larhammer et al., 2002), supports the
hlpothesis of two rounds (2R) of entire genome duplications early in vertebrate
crrolution. Holland et al. (1994) proposed that a first duplication occurred on the
vertebrate lineage after the divergence of the cephalochordates, and a second one
after the divergence of the jawless vertebrates (Fig. 6.13). Although some support
can be found for this h;pothesis (see, for example, Escriva et a1.,2002), the recent
discovery of three, and most probably four Hox clusters in the lamprey Petromyzon
mainus suggests that the two rounds of (Hox cluster) duplications occurred before
the divergence of lampreys and hagfrshes (Irvine et al., 2002; Vandepoele et al.,
2004a). By contrast, some other authors assume an independent duplication history of the lamprey Hox clusters, and therefore do not consider this evidence for
two rounds of large-scale gene duplication events prior to the divergence of lampreys and hagfishes from the other vertebrates (Fried et a1.,2003).

Spring (1997) uncovered an average of three paralogs in humans for each of
52 Drosophila genes and proposed that the additional human genes were produced during two allopolyploidization events in the early vertebrate lineage. The
presence in four copies of various segments in vertebrate genomes has been
reported in subsequent studies, which likewise is suggestive of two large-scale
dupiications (Abi-Rached et al., 2002; Lundin et al., 2003) . Additional support for
lR or 2R of genome duplication comes from the detection and dating of duplicated blocks in the human genome and from large-scale phylogenetic analyses of
Gt et al., 2002). Recently, Mclysaght et al.
(2002) described an extensive gene duplication during early chordate evolution.

gene families (Abi-Rached et al., 2002;

They suggested that at least one (maybe two) round(s) of po\ploidization
occurred in the early history of vertebrates, and concluded that humans, like yeast
and Arabidopsis (see later section), are ancient polyploids. Gu et al. (2002)
showed that both large- and small-scale duplications are required to explain the
age distribution of duplicated human gene families.
Although a consensus seems to be emerging that large-scale gene or even entire
genome duplication events have occurred in the evolution of early vertebrates,
rediploidization and degeneration of duplicate genes generally makes strong evidence in support of 2R hard to find. As a consequence, the lR/2R hlpothesis of
vertebrate genome evolution is still hotly debated, with opinions ranging from
strongly in favor (e.g., Holland et al., 1994; Furlong and Holland, 2002;
Larhammer et a1.,2002; Panopoulou et a1.,2003; Spring, 2003; Vandepoele et al.,
2004a) to highly skeptical (e.g., Hughes et a1.,200I;' Martin, 2001; Friedman and
Hughes, 2003).
Much of this confusion may stem fiom the nature of the duplication events
themselves, in particular their timing relative to each other. For example, some
advocates of the 2R hlpothesis believe that the fwo rounds of genome duplications
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occurred in very short succcssion (Larhammer et 41., 2003). This would explairt
why it is generally hard to infer phylogenetic trees of the form ((A,B)(C,D)) using
gene duplicates, which in principie should be easy to do if two tetraploidizatiorr
events had occurred (Skrabanek and Wolfe, 1998; Hughes, 1999b; Martin, 2001).
If both genome doublings indeed occurred almost contemporaneously, it is not
surprising that they cannot easily be distinguished based on age differenccs
benveen genes or the topology of gene family trees. However, as more large-scalc
genome sequence data become available, it should be possible to improve thc
resolution of such analyses and perhaps to answer this question conclusively.

3R: AN AoonoNel RouNt oF GENoME

DuplrceroN

rN TELEosr FISHES

A few years ago, it was proposed that an additional (3R) genome duplication had
occurred in ray-finned fishes (Aparicio et al., 1997; Amores et al., 1998; Wittbrodt
et al., 1998). As with the proposed duplication event(s) shared by all vertebrates,
the first indications for a fish-specific genome duplication came from studies of
Hox genes. Extra Hox gene clusters have been discovered in the zebrafish (Danio
rerio), medaka (Oryzias latipes), the African cichlid Oreochromis niloticus, and the
pufferfish Tahrfugu rubnpes. The obsewation that such distantly related species all
share this feature suggested the occurrence of an additional genome duplication
event in the ray-finned fish lineage (Actinopterygii) belore the divergence of most
teleost species (Amores et al., 1998; Wittbrodt et al., 1998, Meyer and Schartl,
1999; Naruse et a1.,2000; Mälaga-Trillo and Meyer, 2001).
More recent comparative genomic studies have tumed up many more genes
and gene clusters for which nvo copies exist in fishes but not in other vertebrates
(e.g., Postlethwait et a\.,2000; Woods et al., 2000; Robinson-Rechai et al.,200la;
Taylor et al., 2001,2003; Van de Peer et al., )001). The findings that different
paralogous pairs appear to have originated at about the same time (Täylor er al.,
2001), that different fish species seem to share ancient gene duplications (Täylor
et a1.,2.003), and that different paralogs are found on different linkage groups in
the same order (i.e., show slmteny) with other duplicated genes (Gates et al.,
1999; Postlethwair et al., 2000; Woods et al., 2000), all support the hlpothesis
that these genes arose through a complete genome duplication event. However,
it bears noting that some authors have argued that an ancestral whole-genome
duplication event was not responsible for the abundance of duplicated fish genes.
For example, Robinson-Rechavi et al. (2001a,b) counted orthologous genes in
fishes and mice and, where extra genes were found in fishes, compared the
number of gene duplications occurring in a single fish lineage with that shared by
more than one lineage. Most mouse genes suweyed were also found as single
copies in fishes. Duplicated fish genes were detected, but most were interpreted
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products of lineage-specific duplication events in fishes and not as a single
.rrrcient duplication event.
In order to find further evidence for or against large-scale gene duplication
t'vents in early vertebrate evolution, Vandepoeie et al. (2004a) recently analyzed
tlre complete genomes of the pufferfishTahfugu rubnpes ("Fugu") and human.
l'lrylogenetic trees were constructed for all (i.e.,3077) gene families containing
two to l0 duplicated Fugu genes, and relative dating of duplication events was
performed to test whether gene duplications occuned before (tV2R) or after (3R)
the divergence of the lineages that led to ray-finned fishes and land vertebrates
(Fig. 6.14). This analysis showed that most paralogous genes in pufferfish are rhe
rcsult of at least two, probably three, complete genome duplications.
Absolute dating of duplication events was performed through the inference from
linearized trees (Täkezaki et al., 1995).In these linearized ffs65-1yhs1s branchlength is drawn directly proportional to time-the split between ray-finned fishes
and land vertebrates (dated at 450 million years ago) (Canoll, 1988; Benton, 1990,
Zhü et al., 1999) was used as a calibration point for the dating of gene duplication
events. The removal of trees with insufficient statistical support left 595 nodes, based
on the analysis of 488 gene families, lor which an absolute date could be infened.
Combining the results of relative and absolute dating, these 565 duplications could
be subdivided into 166 3R and 399 1V2R duplications (Figs. 6.14 and 6.15).
Put another way, these results indicate that a major fraction (30olo) of the Fugu
paralogs is younger than the split between ray-finned fishes and land vertebrates,
probably arising somewhere berween 225 and 425 million years ago. The most
plausible and parsimonious explanation for this observation would be a large-scale
;rs the
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1}'ne or entire genome duplication. To test whether the sudden increase in the
nrrmber of duplicated genes in the Fugu genome is the result of an entire genome

A

tluplication rather than an increased rate of independent tandem duplication
('vcnts, Vandepoele ef al. (2004a) investigated whether these duplicated genes appear
nr cluplicated blocks on chromosomes (again, the identification of duplicated blocks
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in the (A) Fugu (puffer{ish) and (B) human
prior to the divergence of ray-finned fishes and land

Age distribution of duplicated genes

genomes. Dark bins correspond to duplications
verrebrares; light bins correspond

to duplications after the split between ray-finned fishes and land

verrebrares (see text for details). From Vandepoele et al. QOO4a), reproduced by permission (@ National

Academy of Sciences USA).

is usually considered strong evidence for large-scale gene duplication events).
Using the map-based approach outlined above, Vandepoele et al. (2004a) idenrilied statistically significant regions of microcolinearity (showing the same gene

independently on different chromosomes. By applying the ADHoRe algorithm to
scaffolds of the available pufferfish genome sequence, and using phylogenetic
rnethods to date the duplicated blocks so identified, Vandepoele et al. (2004a)
were able to conclude that the 3R blocks of duplicated genes all arose at approximately the same time, namely about 320 million years ago, with a standard deviation of 67 million years.
Of course, it might be argued that a standard deviation of 67 million years is
rather large and could indicate the occurrence ofseveral independent block duplications rather than a single genome duplication event. However, when using an
absolute dating approach, such a variance on estimated duplication times is to be
cxpected even when the duplicates are of the same age (Vandepo ele et al., 2004a).
In particular, within the same block duplication, homologous genes that have
been duplicated at the same time can exhibit a considerable difference in estimated
duplication time owing to deviations of the molecular clock. The simultaneous
duplication for these genes is supported statistically (Vandepoele et al., 2004a),
even with the very fragmented nature of the Fugu scaffold dataset used in the
analysis. In fact, the number of duplicated blocks is probably much higher, and is
expected to rise considerably once better assemblies of the Fugu genome become
available. This suggests that the wide distribution of duplicated Fugu genes already
obsewed is in perfect agreement with the hypothesis of a single complete genome
duplication event. Overall, such considerations provide very strong support for
a complete genome duplication event in the early stages of fish evolution, predating the origin of most modem ray-finned fish species that are believed to have
(started to) diverge(d) from each other more than 200 million yeaß ago.
Additional evidence for a fish-specific 3R duplication event comes from analyzing nonfish genomes. Using the same methods as for Fugu, Vandepoele et al.
(2004a) performed an analysis of gene duplicates in the human genome. Of the
447 duplication events identified in the human genome sequence, absolute
dating suggested that 360 can be attributed to 1V2R whereas 87 were specific to
humans (see Fig. 6.158). The distribution of inferred ages of duplicated genes
shows a similar increase in the number of duplication events around 675 million

I
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in Fugu. Not only does this support the lV2Rhypothesis, brrr
also confirms the ex?ectation that no evidence of the hypothesLed fish-specilir
3R genome duplication evenr is lound in the human genome (Fig. 6.158).
To summarize, the relative and absolute dating of hundreds of gene familics,

years ago, as observed

it

together with the detection of many duplicated blocks that have originated irr
about the same time, provides srrong support for the hypothesis of a fish-specilit.
genome duplication - 320 million years ago that was not experienced in the lincage of vertebrates leading to humans. This 3R genome duplication event accoullrs
for the Iarge majority of gene duplicates found in the Fugu genome, in contrasr ro
the situation in the human genome, where many more recent tandem and segmental duplication events account for the majority of duplicated genes (Bailey
et al., 2002) (Fig. 6.15). Most of the remaining paralogs seem to have been crearecl

by one or two much older large-scale duplication evenrs, predating rhe splir
between ray-finned fishes and rerrestrial vertebrates. Indeed, using the fish-specific

genome duplication as a benchmark, and assuming equal rates of gene loss
throughout vertebrate evolution, two genome duplications rather than one seem
to have 6gsurrsd-25 proposed by Ohno in 1970.

ANcreNr GENoue Dupr-rcertoNs rN

PTANTS

As discussed in Chapter 7, estimates of the prevalence of pollploidy in flowering
plants have been increasing over time, beginning at about 30-50o/o in the 1930s
and 1950s, to 70-80o/o in the 1980s and 1990s. Today, it is becoming more
common to suggest that l00o/o of angiosperms have pollploidy in their ancestry.
Much of this new view is based on the discovery of ancient pollploidy even in
plans in which it was nor at all expected.
As a most notable example, although initial sequencing of the tiny genome of

Arabidopsis thaliana revealed numerous duplicated segments (paterson ef al.,
1996; Lin et aL, 1999; Mayer et al., 1999, T.*y^ et a1.,1999), rhis plant was long
believed to be a clear example of a diploid organism. However, after bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) sequences represenring approximately 80o/o of the
genome had been analyzed, almost 60ok of the genome was found to contain
duplicated genes and regions (Blanc et a1.,2000). This phenomenon could only
be explained by a complete genome duplication evenr, an opinion shared by the
Arabidopsis Genome Initiative (2000).
Comparative studies of BACs berween Arabidopsis and soybean (Grant et al.,
2000), and between Arabidopsis and romato (Ku et a1.,2000), led to similar conclusions. In the latter case, two complete genome duplications were proposed: one
112 million years ago and another 180 million years ago. After dating duplicated
blocks through a molecular clock analysis, Vision et al. (2000) also rejected the
single-genome duplication hlpothesis pur forward by the Arabidopsis Genome
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lrritiative (2000). Several different age classcs among the duplicated blocks were
from 50 to 220 million years, and at least four rounds of large-scale
rluplications were postulated. one of these classes, dated to approdmately 100 million
ycars ago, grouped nearly 50olo of all the duplicated blocks, suggesring a complete
qcnome duplication at rhar dme (vision et al., 2000) . However, the dating methods
rrsed for these gene duplications were based on averaging evolutionary rates of
tliffierent proteins, which was later critic2ed because of their high sensitiviry to rate
rl illerences (W'olfe, 200 I ; Raes et aI., 2003). Nevertheless, Vision ef al. (2000) had
rliscovered multiplicons of grearer than Level 2, which can only be explained by
rnultiple duplication evenrs. By applying the novel techniques described earlier to
rletect heavily degenerated block duplicarions in Arabidopsis, Simillion et al.
(2002) showed that the genome of this species had been reshaped by not one, but
three entire genome duplication events. Recenily, this result has also been con,
lirmed through the construction and dating of evolurionary trees using genes from
Arahidopsis and other plants (see Bowers et a1., 2003).
krr-rnd, ranging

ln stark contrast to Arabidopsis, where initial sequencing of the genome quickly
revealed numerous duplicated segments, no clear evidence for ancient genome
duplications had been reported for rice (Oryza sativa) until very recendy, even
though a paleopolyploid origin had been suggested for this species on several
occasions (e.g., Goff et a1.,2002; Levy and Feldman 2002). Because the rice
genome has now been completely sequenced (Goff et a1.,2002;yu et al.,20OZ),
it is possible to apply rhe same approaches used in Arabidopsis, Based on a BAC
assemblycoveringmore thanT}o/oof thegenomesequence of o.sativa, theADHoRe
algorithm was applied to derect block duplicarions ar the gene level. In addition to
the detection of a large number of duplicated segments by direct comparison of
all rice genomic scaffolds, a comparadve approach using the genome sequence of
Arabidopsis also yrelded a set ofghost duplications, reflecting heavily degenerated
duplicated segmenrs. of the 43 large block duplications (i.e., those with more
than five anchor points), 34o/o of the total number of genes in these segments are
retained as duplicates. when taking inro account the estimated time of duplica,
tion, this fraction of retained gene duplicates is very similar to what has been
observed in Arabidopsis and yeast (28o/o and 25olo, respectively; wolfe and shields
1997; Simillion et a1.,2002), which seems to indicate similar rates of gene loss
after duplication events.

when examining all multiplicons presenr in the rice genome through nonhidden, hidden, and ghost duplications, it is apparent that approximately l.3olo of the
genome resides in multiplicons higher than Level 2. This implies that, given the
qualiry of the current rice genomic data, a very small number of chromosomal
regions have been involved in multiple duplication evenrs. Again, this is very different from the situation in Arabidopsi.s, where the majority of chromosomal
regions have been involved in multiple duplication events (vision et al., 2o0o;
Simillion et al., 2002; Bowers et al.,2003).
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In order to

answer the clucstion of whether rice is an ancient po\ploicl,
Vandepoele et al. (2003) compared the duplication history of Arabidopis and ricc
by plotting the total number of gene pairs in both species against their genetic
distance inferred from the nucleotide substitutions at silent sites. When all duplicated gene pairs in Arabidopsis and rice are plotted as a function of I!, the shapc
and height of the two curves are quite different (Vandepoele et al., 2003). In
Arabidopsis, the number of duplicates with K, values between 0.6 and 0.9 increascs
dramatically, which cor-responds with a genome duplication about 40 to 75 million
years ago, as previously reported (Lynch and Conery, 2000; Simillion et a1.,2,002;
Blanc et a1.,2003; Bowers et a1.,2003). A small but srgnificant increase can also bc
obsewed for rice duplicates with K values between 0.6 and 1.1. Because the relative increase in the number of duplicates is much smaller in rice than in Arabidopsis,
a complete genome duplication in rice was considered highly unlikely, with aneuploidy given as the preferred explanation. However, recent analysis of a better
assembly of the rice genome does seem to provide evidence for the occurrence ol'
a whole genome duplication in rice about 70 million years ago (Guyot and Keller,
2004; Paterson et a1.,2004).

IARGE.SCALE DUPLICANONS IN THE
EVOLUTIONARY PROCESS
TUT MEINTENANCE oF DUPLICATED GENES
Before considering the role of large-scale duplications in influencing pattems of
evolution, it is important to briefly review what happens to the genes themselves
after duplication. Specifically, it is useful to consider why duplicated genes might
be preserved in the genome over long evolutionary time periods. Some of these
concepts were covered in more detail in Chapter 5 with reference to smaller duplications, but they also apply to genes duplicatedenmasse. The possibilities described
here include "neofunctionalization," "subfunctionalization," and functional shift
owing to positive selection.
After duplication, the two copies of the gene are redundant, meaning that they
perform the same function and that inactivation of one gene should have little or no
effect on the biological phenorype (Nowak et al., 1997; Gibson and Spring, 1998;
Llnch and Conery, 2000; Gu et al., 2003). Therefore, because one of the copies is
freed from functional constraint, mutations in this gene will be selectively neutral and
will most often turn the gene into a nonfunctional pseudogene. As discussed in
Chapter 5, the hypothesis presented by Ohno (1970) and several ofhis predecessors
that gen(om)e duplications are vital for evolutionary diversification was often based
on the notion of "neofunctionalization." That is, instead of being rendered inactive,
on rare occasions one of the copies may be converted to a novel gene with a new
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lrrrrction by a fortuitous series of nondeleterious mutations (Ohno, 1970, 1973).
,\lthough this model has been widely adopted to explain the evolution of function.rlly novel genes, litde evidence has actuü been found to support this mechanism.
l\4oreove4 under Ohno's model, one might consider it unlikely that anciently dupli( rlted genes still perform completely redundant functions, yet redundancy has been
shown to be widespread in the genomes of complex organisms (Nowak et al., 1997,
:rrrd references therein; Gibson and Spring, 1998; Li et a1.,2003).
The more recent altemative "duplication-degeneration-complementation"
(l)DC) model provides some explanation as to why duplicate genes might be
rctained (Force et al., 1999; L1'nch and Force, 2000). As noted in the previous
ehapter, this model starts from the assumption that a gene can perform several
clifferent functions; for instance, genes are expressed in different tissues and at
different times during development, which may be controlled by different DNA
regulatory elements. When duplicated genes lose different regulatory subfuncrions, each affecting different spatial and/or temporal expression pattems, they
rnust complement each other by jointly retaining the full set of subfunctions that
were present in the single ancestral gene. Therefore, degenerative mutations facilitate the retention of duplicate functional genes, where both duplicates now perlorm different but necessary subfunctions. Therefore, the DDC model predicts that
the sum of the retained duplicates is equal to the total number of subfunctions
performed by the ancestral gene.
In short, according to the DDC model of Force et al. (1999), degenerative
mutation-s preserve rather than destroy duplicated genes, but also change, or at
least restrict, their functions to make them more specialZed. Such a mechanism
may prove to apply to the retention of many different gene duplicates, and indeed
an increasing number of genes expected to have been subfunctionalized is being
described (e.g., Prince and Pickett, 2002;Yan de Peer et a1.,2003).
Ir is not only genes expressed in different tissues or at different times that can
be subfunctionalized. For example, Gibson and Spring (1998) argued that selection can prevent the loss ofredundant genes (i.e., duplicates) if these genes code
for components of multidomain/multimer proteins. This is because inferior
copies of these genes (or rather, their gene products) might inhibit the proper
workng of the "original" gene product. This hypothesis might explain why many
transcription factors (TFs), which often form dimers, in gene families of plants
contain so many members, many of which are probably redundant (DeBodtet al.,
2003; J. Spring, personal communication).
Positive Darwinian selection can also be responsible for functional divergence
between duplicated genes (e.g.,7Aangetal., L998; Duda and Palumbi, 1999; Hughes
et al., 2000). Most studies that look for evidence of positive Darwinian selectionr
lFor a review of the computational methods used to detect positive selection in duplicated genes
see Raes and Van de Peer (2003).
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compare the ratio of nonsynonymous (pN) and s)monymous (ps) substitutions
(Hughes, L999a; Nei and Kumar, 2000). ln mosr genes, slnonymous substitutions
occur at a higher rate than nonsynonymous ones, because purifing selection pre vents amino acid sequence changes (which are mostly disadvantageous). Under
neutral evolution, the rates of qmonymous and nonslrnonymous substitutions arc
expecred to be equal (Kimura, 1983). Howeve! under positive Darwinian selecdon, amino acid replacements (i.e., nonsynonymous mutations) are favored. As a
result, nonsynonymous mutations occur at a faster rate than S)'nonymous mutadons, as has been shown previously for genes and ploteins such as primate

rcvealed a preferential enrichment in lunctional classes that are involved in transcription, metabolism, and defense mechanisms (Gevers et al., 2004).
Based on such analyses, it is also possible to consider links between gene
rctention and specific observations regarding the evolution and adaptation of
organisms. For example, in the paranome of mycobacteria, two functional classes
with an excess of retained duplicated genes are prominent, namely "lipid
lransport and metabolism" and "secondary metabolites biosynthesis, transport
andcatabolism" (Qevers eta1.,2004). Regardingthefattyacidmetabolism, thisis
in agreement with the complex nature of the l,4ycobacterium cell wall and might

lyso4"'rnes (Messier and Stewart, 1997),pregnancy-associated glycoproteins (Hughes
et a1.,2000),primate ribonuclease genes (Zhang and Nei, 2000), conotoxins (Duda

retlect adaptive evolution of the bacterial cell surface. The case of Boweliaburgdoüen
(the Lyme disease spirochete) is also informative in this context. In this species, the
biased retention of duplicated motility genes and chemotaxis genes, together com-

and Palumbi, 1999), opsins (Yokoyama et

a\.,2000:krai

et

a1.,2002), M\ß DNA

binding proteins Sia et a1.,2003), and many others (see Endo et ql-, 1996, and
references therein).

Overall, rhe number o[ examples of the evolution o[ new and potentia\ adaptive functions in duplicated genes is, although growing, still quite small. Some of
the more notable examples are the antTfreeze proteins in Antarctic fishes (Cheng
and Chen, 1999), colorvision in new-world monkeys (Dulaiet al., 1999), thermal
adaptation in Eschenchia coli (Riehle et al., 200I) , and RNA digestion in colobine
monkeys (zhang et at., 2002) (see also Chapter 5). of course, large-scale gene or
complete genome duplications, by whatever means, would provide an enolrnous
number of "extra" genes with the potential to evolve new functions.

WmcH GnNss Anr MemrruNED,

AND

Wnv?

The recent analyses of complete genome sequences have indicated that large-scale
gene duplication has probably been rampant during the evolution of plans, fungr,
and animals. It is tempting to speculate on the importance of such events for dle biological evolution of these organisms. Indeed, as discussed earlier, it is to be expected
that such major duplicadon events have been responsible for important evolutionary
transitions and/or adaptive radiations of species Gee also Chapters 5 and Il).
However, providing hard evidence for direct correlations between large-scale gene
duplication events and major leaps in evolution is not strarghtforward- An imponant
first step in demonstrating that gene duplication events have indeed been of major
importance for biological evolution would be to show which 0<inds of) genes have
generally been retained after gene duplication events.
For bacteria, this is relatively easy to do. With many complete genomes at

hand, as well as more reliable genome annotations, it is possible to study which
functional classes of genes show an excess of retained genes after duplication.
Recenr analysis of the functional classiflcation of duplicated genes in bacteria, mainly
created by small-scale duplication events such as tandem and operon duplications,

prising more than 60lo of its proteome, also appears to be biologically significant.
Because B. burgdorfei lacks recognizable virulence factors, its ability to migrate to
distant sites in is tick and mammalian hosts is probably dependent on a robust
chemotaxis response (Fraser et al., 1997).It has been suggested that multiple
chemotaxis genes can be differentially expressed under varied physiological
conditions or that different flagellar systems exist, requiring different chemotaxis
systems (Fraser et al., \997).

Unfortunately, such analyses are much less straightforward in eukaryote
in particular when the goal is to link gene retention with large-scale
gene or entire genome duplication. For Arabid.opsis, mathematical models are
under development that will describe and simulate the retention of gene duplicates through time. Such models assume a constant "background" birth rate of
new duplicates on which the three genome duplication events inferred for the
Arabidopsis genome can be superimposed (Simillion et ql., 2002). Furthermore,
genomes,

this can allow different large-scale gene duplication events to have different decay
rates with respect to each other and with respect to the continual background
duplication process. Modeling both the continual mode of gene duplication as
well as large-scale gene duplication events will also allow a comparison of the retention (and decay) of duplicates following large-scale duplication events for different
functional categories of genes. lt is hoped that this will provide a list of genes or gene
categories that have been most important in driving evolution after duplication.

lili

ilr

THe MenTnNANCE oF DUpLTcATED GENoMES

lf Ohno's proposition were true-that redundant genes, produced during
large-scale gene duplication events, evolve previously nonexistent functions
important for the evolution of phenotypic "complexity"-then traces of such
events should be uncovered when the genomes of "complex" organisms are analyzed. Thanks to recent advances in genome sequencing and bioinformatics, it is
{l
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now recognized that many eukaryotes have undergone large-scale duplications ol

chromosomal segments and/or entire genomes (Wolfe and Shields, 1997;
Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000; Wolfe, 2001; Simillion et al., 2002; Blanc
et al., 2OO3; Bowers et a1.,2003; Vandepoele et a1.,2003,2004a). However,
although duplicated genes and genomes may provide the raw material for
evolutionary diversification, and functional divergence of duplicated genes (by
several possible mechanisms) might offer a selective advantage to pollploids over
a long time period, it is not yet clear how a partially or fully duplicated genome
proves beneficial for an organism shortly after the duplication event. In other
words, if a new genome doubling is to survive long enough to exert its long-term
evolutionary effects, it must provide an immediate selective advantage that allows
it to become established. There are several ways in which newly duplicated
genomes might lulfill this requirement.
An important characteristic of duplicated genes is that they can buffer the
genome against environmental perturbations and mutations, because when one
copy of the gene is somehow inactivated, another with the same or similar function can be used instead. For example, Gtt et al. (2003) have studied the effects
of duplicated genes on the "fitness" of individuals of the budding yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Based on functional data at the whole-genome level, the
knocking out of single-copy genes was shown to generally reduce fitness more
severely than deleting one gene of a pair of duplicates. As expected, duplicated
genes that are highly similar in sequence are better at compensating for each other
than duplicates whose sequences have diverged further. In conclusion, the study
of Gu et al. (2003) demonstrates that duplicated genes may play an important role
in genetic robustness against null mutations.
In plants, polyploidy often has immediate phenoqpic effects with potential
consequences for fitness, such as increased cell and organ size, faster growth, and
increased capacity for invading new habitats (e.g., Osbom et al., 2003) (see
Chapter 7). In many cases, such differences in phenorype are probably caused by
increased variation in dosage-regulated gene expression (Guo et al., 1996). The
fact that most ancient pollploids are thought to have been formed through
allopollploidy rather than autopolyploidy (Spring, 2003) is also relevant in this
regard. Specifica\ the combination of different genomes can lead to "hybrid
vigor," placing the newly formed polploid at a selective advantage compared to
closely relared diploid organisms.

Certainly, the prominence of pollploidy in flowering plants (see Chapter 7)
implies that it has some adaptive significance, and hybridization has long been
considered to be a significant evolutionary force that creates opportunities

for adaptive evoiution and speciation (Anderson, 1949: Ehrendorfer, 1980;
Amold, 1997; Ramsey and Schemske, 2002: Osbom et a'1., 20A3). Recently,
Rieseberg et al. (2003) provided evidence that hybrldization can play a keyrole in
adaptation. These authors have employed several approaches to study the role of
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hybridization in ecological adaptation and speciation in sunflowers, and showed
that hybridization facilitated ecological divergence. In accordance with Spring
(2003), they suggested that h1üridization provides a mechanism for large and rapid
:rclaptive transitions, made possible by the genetic variation at hundreds or thousands of genes in a single generation. Amores et al. (1998) and Wittbrodt ef al.
(1998) have also suggested that the potentially more complex genomic architect ure of fishes resulting from an additional genome duplication might have perrnitted them to adapt and speciate more quickly in response to changing
cnvironments. Many studies have indeed shown that speciation can occur very
rapidly in fishes, with the best known case being that of the Alrican cichlids
(Meyer et al., 1990; Sturmbauer and Meyer, 1992; Meyer, 1993; Stiassny and
Meyer, 1999; Wilson et al., 2000).

ln short, genome duplications may offer short-term selective advantages at
cach of the molecular, phenotypic, and ecological levels, in addition to influencing
the long-term diversification of lineages.

SpscmoN

AND Dn'ERGENT RESoLUTToN

in fems, Werth and Windham (1991) developed a
model in which the "reciprocal silencing" of genes in geographically separated
Based on iso4'rne studies

(allopatric) populations would promote speciation. Recently, this idea was revived

in a model called "divergent resolution" (L1nch and Conery, 2000; Ll,nch

and

Force, 2000), in which the loss or silencing of gene duplicates may be even more
important to the evolution of species diversity than the acquisition of new lünctions

by the duplicated

genes.

Divergent resolution occurs when different copies (on different chromosomes)
of a duplicated gene are lost in aliopatric populations, thereby crearing generic
barriers to reproduction benveen them. Specifica\ hybridizarion berween such
allopatric populations would produce an F1 generarion with one funcrional allele
and one pseudogene at each of the duplicated loci (see Fig. 6.16). This in itself
would not be problematic, but subsequent crosses between F1 individuals would

produce individuals with between zero and four alleles at the duplicated loci
(Werth and Windham, l99l; Llnch and Force, 2000; Täylor et a1.,2001). Selection
against F2 individuals with more or fewer than two alleles per locus might provide

a genetic environment in which speciation alleles (e.g., alleles for assorraiive
mating) would be favored. Therefore, large-scale gene duplicarions might bring
about rapid divergence because natural selection would favor speciation over
hybrid2ation in populations fi-xed for different copies of a duplicated locus.
Genome duplications produce an enorrnous number of gene duplicates that
could be divergently resolved, with such genes potentia\ playing a prominenr role
in the generation of biodiversity by promoting rhe origin of postmaring reproductive
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barriers (Fig. 6.16). ln this rcspcct, it is noteworthy that in both ray-finned fishcs
and llowering plants thcre is a strong indication for a pollploidization event thal
seems to coincide with a massive diversification of novel llneages (Bowcrs
et a1.,2003; Simillion et a\.,2003: Täylor et aL.,2003). On the other hand, where as
several studies have shown variation among populations
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FIGURE 6.f6 The role of duplications in speciation by clivergent resolution. Gray bands represent
a locus that is duplicatecl (along with all other loci) during a tetraploidization evenl. In this hlpo
thetical example, diploidization is driven by a reciprocal translocation (to a diflbrent chromosome,
depicted by a change in chromosome size). Ifindividuals from isolated populations mate, their hybrid
progeny would be heterozygous, possessing a functional allele (gray) and a pseudogene (black) at each
locus of the duplicated gene. Crosses benveen the F1 individuals produce some (approximately 6olo)
F2 individuals with only pseudogenes at both of the loci in question, and therefore lacking viability
and/or fertiliry Others would receive from one allele, which might reduce functionality when the gene
product fiom one functional allele is inadequate to support nomal function (a phenomenon called
"haploinsufficiency"), to three or four functionai alleles, which might have a negative dosage effect. All
these might lead to postmating reproductive isolation (L;'nch and Force, 2000)
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rluplicated loci (reviewed by Taylor ct rrl., 2001), none has uncovered the pattem
ol' gene loss predicted by the rnoclcl. '['he tetraploid fish family Salmonidae
(r.g., trout, salmon, char), which has n'rzrny more species than its diploid sister
r:roup Esocidae (pike, pickerel, mlrclminnows), would be one good group in
rr,hich to look for evidence of speciation owing to divergent resolution.
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I arge-Scale Gene and

It is becoming increasingly apparent that large-scale duplication events have featured prominently in many taxa, even those with small genomes. As the pace of
complete genome sequencing continues to quicken, detailed investigations of this
issue will become possible in an ever-widening array o[ species.
One important challenge for the next wave of studies will obviously be to identify additional duplication events themselves. This will be facilitated by the continued refinement of existing analyticai techniques, as well as the development of
new ones. It will also be important to discem the mechanisms responsible for
these large-scale genomic events and to provide accurate estimates of the timings
at which they have taken place. An understanding of the process of rediploidization,
in which major duplication events are functionally undone, is also an area of considerable interest. The nature of the gene duplicates that persist, and the process
by which duplicate pairs may diverge, is likewise a subject that is only beginning
t.r be understood.
Perhaps most important of all will be the gaining of new insights, from the comparative study of many different genomes, regarding the evolutionary implications
of large-scale gene and genome duplications. This involves considerations at several
dillerent levels, including impacs at the level of individual genes and entire
genomes, the phenorypic and population-level consequences lbr the first organisms
to exhibit the newly duplicated configuration, the possible input into the speciation
process, and the long-term implications fbr major pattems of diversification.
This is indeed an exciting time in the study of genome biology, and one that
will undoubtedly continue to alter the understanding of the evolutionary process
at both genomic and geological scales.
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